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CCT’s The Hayes Conference Centre hosts the CTE…
The 6 Presidents of Churches Together in England (CTE)
and around 270 delegates came to the conference centre
to consider the theme “‘I am with you always’ - together...
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CCT @CCT_Conferences · Sep 28
Following the success of #CTEforum2018, we at @CCT_Conferences are happily
reminded of #TheHayes' deep-rooted history in the Christian community. Click
below to @KeepTheFaithmag for some words on the event and its history!
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FoR @forpeacemaker · Sep 26
Last week @forpeacemaker was at the @ChurchesEngland #CTEforum2018
meeting representatives from around 50 different churches. Check out
cte.org.uk/Groups/311723/… to see videos and other resources of what you
missed.











CTE @ChurchesEngland · Sep 19
“The fact that we can’t all eat round one table together yet is a sadness. But in the
meantime we will hold one another’s hands as we gather round separate tables.”
Incoming CTE General Secretary Paul Goodliff #CTEForum2018
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Hilary Topp @HTFacilitation · Sep 18
Great to be at #CTEforum2018 talking about power and transformation
@SCM_Britain
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SCM @SCM_Britain · Sep 19
Hilary is at Churches together in England forum this week! #CTEforum2018



Hilary Topp @HTFacilitation
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Great to be at #CTEforum2018 talking about power and
transformation @SCM_Britain
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Cambridgeshire Ecumenical Council @CambsEcumenical · Sep 18
Looking forward to day 2 of #CTEForum2018
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Cambridgeshire Ecumenical Council @CambsEcumenical · Sep 19
Homeward bound. Thanks for a great 3 days. #CTEforum2018
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Joe Aldred @joealdred · Sep 19
'The wound is part of what is healed and whole' - Janet Scott #CTEForum2018
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Abie Everett @AbieEverett · Sep 18
What the word ‘ecumenical’ meant to me before #CTEForum2018
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CTE @ChurchesEngland · Sep 19
The #CTEForum2018 is over but the job of building connections and breaking
down barriers to unity continues. Wishing all delegates a safe trip home from
Swanwick. pic.twitter.com/HB75SxjCef
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Facilitator CTHerts @manybut1 · Sep 18
“Encounter and perseverance with Christ are both important” Billy Kennedy
#cteforum2018










Association of Interchurch Families @interchurchfam
#cteforum2018 Day two: hearing AIF President Hugh Osgood together with
the other CTE Presidents discussing how they have experienced the breadth
and depth of Christ’s transforming power.
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Joe Aldred @joealdred · Sep 17
There’s too much pain in the world for any one of us to bear alone. Only by
working together can we alleviate the pain suffered by so many (Bishop Angaelos)
#CTEforum2018
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Alessia
@theblondpond · Sep 18
Still pinching myself for having been given the opportunity to be in conversation
with some of @ChurchesEngland presidents this morning.
Great minds and huge hearts for the Lord, it was such a huge honour.
#CTEForum2018
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Archbishop Angaelos  ن @BishopAngaelos · Sep 18
Uplifting #Orthodox Morning Prayers with friends at #CTEForum2018. Wonderful
to share prayers with sisters and brothers from across the Oriental and Eastern
Orthodox family of Churches around England, and members of the broader
expression of @ChurchesEngland who prayed with us.
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Association of Interchurch Families @interchurchfam · Sep 18
#cteforum2018 Day two: hearing AIF President Hugh Osgood together with the
other CTE Presidents discussing how they have experienced the breadth and
depth of Christ’s transforming power.
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CT South London @CTSouthLondon · Sep 19
A snapshot or two from the Market Place here at the #cteforum2018
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3Generate Reps @3GenReps · Sep 18
Just come from our small groups at #CTEForum2018 after being inspired to not
just reinvent the wheel but to find where the wheel is already spinning and ask
how we can support it
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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John Cooper @JhonCooper · Sep 19
A magnificent reflection on how we could use the weaving which makes me
pleased @RachelParkinso2 is a leader in @Methodistgb #stillworthy
#cteforum2018
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Claire Nicholls @clairenfish · Sep 18
‘We couldn’t find a woman to be president’ is a poor excuse. There are many
women in our churches with the skills to take on this role, but the gatekeepers
need to step aside to enable this to happen. #CTEForum2018
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Cambridgeshire Ecumenical Council @CambsEcumenical · Sep 17
A great opening day at the #CTEforum2018. Especially the 'The transforming
presence of Christ – power and transformation' session with Archbishop
Angaelos, Cardinal Vincent Nichols and Archbishop Justin Welby @BishopAngaelos @CardinalNichols @JustinWelby
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3Generate Reps @3GenReps · Sep 19
Worship this morning included everyone making a prayer chain together,
focusing on incarnation, journey and unity #CTEForum2018 – at Hayes
Conference Centre
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John Cooper @JhonCooper · Sep 19
A magnificent reflection on the many approaches to weaving applied to the loom
#cteforum2018 from @RachelParkinso2 - how one person breaking out of left to
right weaving opened up many new ideas and opportunities

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Facilitator CTHerts @manybut1 · Sep 19
Enriching discussions and a window into the pain caused by disunity.
#CTEforum2018
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Claire Nicholls @clairenfish · Sep 19
The beautiful outcome of the weaving together in all sorts of ways coming
together as one - who and what are we being called to be? #CTEForum2018
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John Cooper @JhonCooper · Sep 19
The video editor presses pause and we catch the wonderful @RuthMGee in action
#cteforum2018 - she has lead us very well
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Archbishop Angaelos  ن @BishopAngaelos · Sep 18
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Inspiring as always to hear a genuine personal conversation on ‘the
transformative presence of Christ’ from my brother @ChurchesEngland Presidents
@HughOsgood, @agu_irukwu and #BillyKennedy, joined by three young
members of #CTEForum2018.
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Association of Interchurch Families @interchurchfam · Sep 17
Great to meet with ecumenical colleagues and share together who we all
experience the transforming presence of Christ. #CTEforum2018 #unity



Facilitator CTHerts @manybut1
Great to be at the #CTEforum2018 hearing about the
transforming presence of Christ from Archbishop Angolas,
Cardinal Nichols and Archbishop Welby. #unity
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Cardinal Nichols and 1 other liked





Archbishop Angaelos  ن @BishopAngaelos · Sep 17
Wonderful to be among friends at @ChurchesEngland #CTEForum2018 on a
panel with brothers Archbishop @JustinWelby and @CardinalNichols, speaking
on challenges to and opportunities on our shared journey.
#Coptic icon of #StMina with our Lord made an appearances evening prayers too!
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C of E Youth Council @CEYCnews · Sep 19
"Coffee is bad for you, books are good for you. Tea is worse than coffee"
CLC bookshop at CTE . My question is what about hot chocolate?
@ChurchesEngland #CTEforum2018
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CT South London and 1 other liked

Tristan Marris @Tristan_Marris · Sep 19
Wonderful to have the opportunity to represent @SCM_Britain at the
@ChurchesEngland Forum over the last couple of days, and to learn from my
siblings in Christ. Sorry not to get more snaps! #CTEForum2018
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Melanie Beaven @MelanieBeaven · Sep 19
Had a very interesting conversation with an Orthodox Deacon about the diaconal
role in worship and service. It's been such an enriching time at #CTEForum2018
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CTE @ChurchesEngland · Sep 19
When 3 young women asked a Cardinal and 2 Archbishops some tough questions
at the #CTEForum2018
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C of E Youth Council @CEYCnews · Sep 19
All the different churches have woven different fabrics in to the loom. It just
shows that whist we are all different in our denominations, we are all one in
Christ.
@ChurchesEngland #CTEForum2018

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Allchurches Trust @AllchurchesT · Sep 19
Our #grants officer, Paul Playford, had a great day spreading the word about the
funding and support we offer to #churches of all denominations at
#CTEForum2018 and is ready to do it all again today! He's in the marketplace, so
please do go and say hello!
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Show this thread
CT South London @CTSouthLondon · Sep 18
A vibrant example of the church celebrating the world of science from Ely
Cathedral! #unity #ecumenical #cteforum2018
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CT South London @CTSouthLondon · Sep 18
How do we equip church leaders in an age of science? “Maintaining the
‘#alternativefact’ that science and religion, particularly #Christianity, are in conflict
is hurting science” ~ @mcleish_t in @PhysicsToday 2017 #AlternativeFacts
#cteforum2018 #ecumenical @Oikoumene
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Rachel Parkinson @RachelParkinso2 · Sep 18
“Truth and Mercy have met. Justice and peace have kissed” Ps 85.10 “The
Presence of Christ in Conflict”. Workshop at #CTEForum2018
@ChurchesEngland
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Rachel Parkinson @RachelParkinso2 · Sep 18
I love the fact that the very first thread woven on the loom challenges the
expected linearity @ChurchesEngland #CTEForum2018 #Weaving
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C of E Youth Council @CEYCnews · Sep 18
@MathewsAnnika got the chance to ask three of the six CTE presidents a
question earlier today.
#cteforum2018 @ChurchesEngland

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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CCT @CCT_Conferences · Sep 18
The second day of the #CTEForum2018 begins over at #TheHayes!
@CCT_Conferences are pleased to be hosting some inspiring talks as part of this
event this week!
CTE @ChurchesEngland
Day 2 of the #CTEForum2018 is beginning, and we are
joined by 3 of our Presidents Billy Kennedy, @agu_irukwu
& @HughOsgood discussing the Transforming Presence of
Christ which inspires them
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Anna Nugent @AnnaNugent · Sep 18
Genuinely loving relationships between #CTE Presidents of very different
backgrounds really inspiring to see. #CTEforum2018
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Jonathan Pye @JonathanHPye · Sep 18
2nd day of #CTEforum2018 begins with Orthodox Matins. Worship is offered in
a variety of different Christian traditions.
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Cambridgeshire Ecumenical Council @CambsEcumenical · Sep 21
A busy three days but in great company...#CTEforum2018



is.gd/cte_forum_2018…
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Bethany Gibson @bgibsonSA · Sep 21
‘Only by working together can we alleviate the pain suffered by so many’ @BishopAngaelos speaking at #CTEForum2018 praised the work of Orthodox,
Anglican and @SalvArmyEurope churches working together across borders to
support refugees. bit.ly/2xF2kmR
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CCT @CCT_Conferences · Sep 21
It was truly a pleasure and a privilege for @CCT_Conferences to host
#CTEForum2018 at #TheHayes! A highly impactful event, and one we look
forward to seeing again in the future.





CTE @ChurchesEngland
“No Longer Strangers – Pilgrims!” The Hayes Conference
Centre, the venue for #CTEForum2018, and in 1987 the
Swanwick Declaration, a historic moment at which
churches in the UK committed to a “new adventure” of…
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Rachel Parkinson @RachelParkinso2 · Sep 18
We have heard in our sessions that the source of our unity lies in our shared faith
in the Universal Christ. Representing this on the stripped-down loom.
@ChurchesEngland #CTEForum2018 #Weaving
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Badfaithed @badfaithedforum · Sep 18
Good to see the positive transforming vision at #CTEFORUM2018. Last year our
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chair reported on domestic abuse in our churches - this year a conference looking
at ecclesial abuse and impacts on clergy households #badfaithed.
badfaithed.org/events. 4th October 2014 London.

CTE @ChurchesEngland
Day 2 of the #CTEForum2018 is beginning, and we are
joined by 3 of our Presidents Billy Kennedy, @agu_irukwu
& @HughOsgood discussing the Transforming Presence of
Christ which inspires them









Joe Aldred @joealdred · Sep 18
CTE Presidents say it’s important to maintain strong personal and organisational
relationships especially in challenging times - like Brexit. #CTEforum2018









CT South London liked

Go Team @GoTeamAdvisers · Sep 18
Cheryl is into day 2 of the @ChurchesEngland forum in Swanwick. Exciting and
challenging times as we further consider ecumenism #CTEforum2018
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CCT @CCT_Conferences · Sep 18
We are thrilled to have you all at #TheHayes this week! #CTEForum2018
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Archbishop Angaelos  ن @BishopAngaelos
Wonderful to be among friends at @ChurchesEngland
#CTEForum2018 on a panel with brothers Archbishop
@JustinWelby and @CardinalNichols, speaking on
challenges to and opportunities on our shared journey…
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Claire Nicholls @clairenfish · Sep 18
Sat next to my own label this morning #cteforum2018 #baptiststogether #bugb
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Stockguru @Stockguru8 · Sep 18
Let me see, $pred how does a potential fda trial with the @NFL and 2
@NobelPrize winners on the #CTEforum2018 sound? Just one of the many many
lines that $pred at working on

Kramer describes 'surreal' HOF ring ceremony
2018 Pro Football Hall of Fame inductee Jerry Kramer spoke to the media
following the on-field ceremony during Sunday's game against the
packers.com
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Birmingham Churches @BirmCTogether · Sep 17
Networking at the #CTEForum2018, our Ecumenical Officer Colin Marsh with
Coptic Bishop Angaelos @BishopAngaelos discussing a upcoming interfaith
peace event in Birmingham next morning month

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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Anna Nugent @AnnaNugent · Sep 17
"The pain of not sharing communion gets worse and worse " - Archbishop Justin
Welby #CTEforum2018
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3Generate Reps @3GenReps · Sep 17
One of our reps, Ruth, grilling 3 leaders of churches in England at
#CTEForum2018 about the transforming presence of Christ
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Cambridgeshire Ecumenical Council and 1 other liked



Facilitator CTHerts @manybut1 · Sep 17
Great to be at the #CTEforum2018 hearing about the transforming presence of
Christ from Archbishop Angolas, Cardinal Nichols and Archbishop Welby. #unity
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Go Team @GoTeamAdvisers · Sep 17
Cheryl is in Swanwick for the next few days, at the @ChurchesEngland forum.
Tonight involves hearing from some of the CTE presidents, including
@JustinWelby #CTEforum2018
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Lukundo Fagade @LukundoF · Sep 17
Arrived!! #excited #CTEForum2018 – at Hayes Conference Centre
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Birmingham Churches @BirmCTogether · Sep 17
The @ChurchesEngland Forum: “The broadest ecumenical gathering of Christians
in England” is about to start... #CTEForum2018

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23cteforum2018&src=typd
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CCT @CCT_Conferences · Sep 17
CCT is proud to welcome #cteforum2018 to #TheHayes Conference Centre in
Derbyshire today! The Forum brings nearly 300 people together with all 6
Presidents of the churches in England - a very exciting event!
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CT South London @CTSouthLondon · Jul 13
Last few places remaining for the #CTEForum2018 - CTSL is looking forward to
taking 6 delegates representing @LondonMethodist @londonquakers @ichthuscf
@CopticDiocese @salvationarmyuk @RC_Southwark to be joined by many others
from #SouthLondon there too! cte.org.uk/Groups/276811/…
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